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INTRODUCTION TO THIS BOOKLET
Scientists from the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER) have been advising the committee of Gingin Water Group on the
information used to predict and manage Gingin’s water resources into the future.
Information presented at its most recent forum included some alarming predictions about the influence Gingin’s drying climate will have on the future
health of the region’s wetland assets and with that the general drying of grazing land. The advice from DWER and the NRM organisations was to inform
and educate the local community to the greatest extent possible. Gingin Water Group lobbied the Shire to become involved. An outcome was that
Council formed the Gingin Water Advisory Committee.
This new Committee reports directly to the Council and ratepayers/residents of the Shire on current trends and issues relating to the economic,
environmental, social and cultural perspectives of the Shire’s water resource (including monitoring). It provides a conduit between the state water
regulator and the local community using the Shire’s ability to effectively communicate with every landholder, ratepayer and resident. This level of
local contact and data collection is beyond the resources of DWER. In an effort to relay to the community the warnings provided by DWER, Gingin
Water Group has developed a Community Information Package. This is the booklet you have received today.
A large framed version of the map on page 5 is hanging in the Gingin Resource Centre located on Lilly King Place. Files for each of the 5 zones contain
some extra technical information. Digital copies of all parts of this mail out can be arranged through the Resource Centre. This document simply carries
the message to all landholders in the 5 zones identified as being most at risk. It does not provide the solutions. Individuals may be affected differently.
The extent to which this information is helpful to individuals depends on the readiness of these initial recipients to seek to adapt farming practises to
suit their own situations. Similar or other water issues may apply over a wider area of the Gingin Shire. The extent to which this information is helpful
in understanding those wider problems will vary. Two links shown on the last page lead to a wide range of helpful resources directly relating to the
issues raised.
Gingin Water Group and Shire of Gingin encourage neighbours and friends to discuss these issues. The Gingin Water Advisory Committee is your
committee. Let it know your concerns and suggestions. The committee is able to form Working Groups to address specific local water issues and make
requests to your Shire Council. Commence planning now for a reduced water future.
Prepared by the Gingin Water Group Inc. and Perth NRM with the support of the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation, the Shire of Gingin and Northern Agricultural
Catchment Council September 2017.Disclaimer: This information is provided as a guide to general ground water tendencies in the Gingin Brook Catchment at the time of preparation 22nd
September 2017. It is not considered conclusive evidence. Those using this information are advised to do so using it as a guide and to seek other professional validation advice from Hydrologists,
specialists in the area and the State Water Regulator the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER).
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Did you know the rainfall in this area is much less than it once was?
Climate science predicts it is going to worsen.
The rainfall graph shows records taken from Gingin since 1975 (figure 1).
Since the 1970s annual rainfall has continued to drop in a manner that does not fit the typical drought pattern.
As time progresses, there seems to be a new average low rainfall occurring.
What might this mean to you?

Figure 1: Annual Rainfall at Gingin 9018 Rainfall Station

2. Summer Rainfall Persists
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Figure 2: Summer Rainfall at Gingin 9018 Rainfall Station
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Figure 3: Future Rainfall Trends at Gingin 9018 Rainfall Station
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The summer rainfall at Gingin 1975-2017 now averages 111mm (6 months Nov-Apr) (Figure 2). Average annual rainfall at Gingin between
2000 & 2016 is 588mm & falling.
Can you remember when it was closer to 700mm?
Scientists at DWER used Gingin rainfall figures (black and grey lines) to show how Gingin rainfall might look in the future based on CSIRO
(Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation) & BoM (Bureau of Meteorology) future projections (Figure 2, page 6).
Gingin annual rainfall is tracking just lower than the predicted dry climate scenario.
This was a modelled possibility but not an expected outcome for Gingin.
It is now observed reality. What will the annual rainfall in Gingin be by 2030 - 2050?
We must now learn to live with the changed weather patterns and a drier climate.

4. Stream Flows Reduced
Figure 4: Annual flow at Bookine Bookine 617003
1KL (kilolitre) = 1,000 L
1M3 (Cubic Metre) = 1,000 L
1ML (Megalitre) = 1 Million L
1GL (Gigalitre) – 1 Billion L

Figure 5: Summer flow at Bookine Bookine 617003
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A reduction in rainfall leads to a much larger reduction in streamflow. Observed rainfall figures show much of Gingin’s rain reduction is
occurring in winter.
This means:
 Annual streamflow has reduced by 56% under the Neergabby Bridge (31% through Gingin townsite and under Three Bridges)
 Peak water flows have reduced as winter volumes have reduced. This means streamlines are not being flushed out. Sedimentation
blocks the flow in some channels
 Summer flows are minimal … up to 70% reduction in 20 years
 Water stored in the soil is getting less and not being recharged in wet winters like it once was.
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How will this influence the health of the Moore River estuary and its ecology?
What does this mean to you? How can you adapt to these changes?
See next pages to find your location and see information more specific to you. Read with notes on page 13:

Figure 6: Zone Map
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Figure 7: Gingin Brook Connectivity Mapping and Spot Flow Diagram (Tuffs, A 2011, Groundwater-surface water
interaction along Gingin Brook Western Australia, Department of Water, Perth)
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Figure 8: Gingin Brook conceptual hydrogeology (Tuffs, A 2011, Groundwater-surface water interaction along Gingin Brook
Western Australia, Department of Water, Perth)
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To gain a basic understanding of the geology of water under your property view Figure 7 (page 11) and Figure 8 (page 12). To assist with this Gingin
Brook can be divided into 5 zones.

Locate your farm / property position on Figure 6 (page 10).

Locate the closest DWER exploration bore e.g. GGB3 on Figure 7

The other figures on that map show the minimum and maximum flows (L/sec) and the dates each was taken.

Turn to Figure 8 and locate the closest bore to you e.g. GGB3

The depth to which this bore was dug is shown by the vertical black line.

Use the key to read what soil layers the bore passed through.

Figure 7 shows how the various soil layers relate to each other across the landscape through which the brook flows - from the headwaters on the
plateau to the coast.

For a more technical explanation of these figures contact Gingin Water Group or your Shire Water Advisory Subcommittee or consult the Tuffs
2011 report on the DWER website.
(Ref: Tuffs, A, 2011, Groundwater-surface water interaction along Gingin Brook Western Australia, Department of Water, Perth)

5.

Do you live in a “losing’ or “gaining” reach?

Once you decide which of the zones your property lies in, you can focus on your zone.
Note: There are two types of zones
Gaining reaches: These obtain their water from aquifers emerging through the soils around and beneath them. During drier summer periods,
some of these soils and streamlines now stop recharging the brook flows.
Losing reaches: These lose water into the soil beneath them. As the climate has dried these soils have been drying and water loss into them
has increased.
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DWER have established that the Gingin Brook and western end of the Chitna
road loop up to where the Moore River joins is a “losing reach” (figure 7 and
page 4 Map).
This means it loses water to the soil beneath it, particularly in the dry
summer months. Surface water flow in the Quinn Brook has drastically
reduced with groundwater levels of the northern Gnangara mound aquifer
dropping.
Summer flows in this part of the Gingin Brook have reduced as groundwater
levels drop.
Low flows in the summer start soaking (losing) into the drier sands just below
the Three Bridges.
Recharging of the Brook in Zone 2 helps keep water in Zone 1, particularly in
wet periods. The Leederville and Superficial groundwater levels across these
zones are dropping. Flow ceases in dry periods. Pools remain in places.
Any small amount of water use during the low flow periods can lead to
disconnection of flow between river pools impacting water quality and
ecosystem health.
In the years ahead, stream water should not be relied upon as it once was.
Gingin Brook now stops flowing into the Moore River in most dry summers.
This is projected to be the normal flow pattern under the changed weather
patterns for this locality.
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This is a “gaining reach”. It gains water from the soil beneath it.
Much more so in the wet winter months.
Some parts of the Gingin Brook in the Neergabby region are
recharged from the Superficial and Leederville aquifers which
come very close to the surface. This explains why some pools do
not dry in the summer as others do. This drying did not occur in
wetter years.
The groundwater levels of the Superficial and Leederville
aquifers are, however, receding.
Recharge of these ground water resources in a drying climate is
not fully understood. It is possible they will continue to drop and
compromise surface and shallow water sources into the future.
Landholders in this region should develop their own water
conserving strategies to help protect the water sources and
ecologies that rely on this water.
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This is a losing reach.
Summer flows in this part of the Gingin Brook have reduced as
ground water levels drop.
Low flows in the summer start soaking (losing) into the drier sands
just below the Three Bridges.
In the years ahead stream water should not be relied upon as it once
was. Gingin Brook here is now dry in most dry summers. This is
projected to be the normal flow pattern under the changed weather
patterns for this locality.
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DWER have established that the Brook courses in this locality are “gaining
reaches” (figure 7 and Map page 4). They gain water from the soils
beneath and around them. In the drying climate, these soils have been
drying out. During drier summer periods, some soils and streamlines stop
recharging the brook flows.
In the years ahead summer stream water should not be relied upon as it
once was.
Associated soaks and springs are also drying out in this area along the
Gingin Scarp and on the plateau. In this drying climate, landholders are
encouraged to regularly monitor water quality and static water levels in
bores, soaks and wells on their properties.
Contact the Shire of Gingin on 9575 5169 or
Email: mail@gingin.wa.gov.au
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DWER assume this part of Lennard Brook is a “gaining reach” (figure 7) with similar characteristics to the Gingin Brook and Moondah Brook
in Zone 4. During drier summer periods, some soils and streamlines stop recharging the brook flows. Associated soaks and springs are also
drying out in this area along the Gingin Scarp and on the plateau.
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The Lennard Brook region is very important for its horticultural activity.
These activities have historically relied on water taken from the Lennard Brook and the shallow sand aquifer. DWER are working hard to
understand the way rainfall recharges the shallow sands and the brook.
As this region’s rainfall is reducing, changes will have to be made to the amount of water taken from the brooks and the various soil aquifers
DWER will determine how this can be done in a way that best satisfies the varied requirements of all landholders and the local environment.
In this drying climate, landholders are encouraged to regularly monitor water quality and static water levels in bores, soaks and wells on their
properties.

Lennard and Quinn Brooks west of Brand Hwy
These are “losing reaches”. In the drier climate, these soils have been drying out. Low flows in the summer start soaking (losing) into the
drier sands just below Cockram Road.
In the years ahead, summer stream water should not be relied upon as it once was.
What can I do?
Contact or become a part of your Water Advisory subcommittee you can contact the Shire of Gingin on 9575 5169 or
Email: mail@gingin.wa.gov.au
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The Gingin Brook Catchment contains many bores. Some of the bores are licensed allocations by DWER but a number are unlicensed and
water use is unknown.
Water tables have been dropping in the area. Neighbouring bores, soaks and wells may influence water levels in another bore close by.
Water use from sources within 600m of a brook flow channel may reduce that flow.
Water quality and static bore levels across this region are poorly recorded.
In this drying climate, landholders are encouraged to regularly monitor water quality and static water levels in bores, soaks and wells on their
properties.
From this information a regional data base of these factors can be created so that any local change can be considered by the DWER.
Become a part of or contact your Gingin Shire Water subcommittee in your region.

7.

Effects on Groundwater Dependant Ecosystems to the West

The flat land stretching to the coast from Brand Highway (Figure 6) contains wetland features of swamps, lakes, soaks and
streamlines/channels. These support a range of living and non-living features which make up Groundwater Dependant Ecosystems (GDEs).
These GDEs collectively make up the wetland system so loved and relied upon by residents and visitors to the region.
The plants and animals of this system rely on water on or within 10 metres of the surface. The more diverse the plant life is, the greater range
of animals it can support. The brooks of Gingin and their associated GDEs make up a regionally significant biodiversity hot spot.
You may own some part of this system.
It is important that this biodiversity of nature is protected as our region dries.
Become a part of or contact your Water subcommittee in your region you can contact the Shire of Gingin on 9575 5169 or
Email: mail@gingin.wa.gov.au
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Regularly monitor water quality and static water levels in bores, soaks and wells on your property.
If this information is provided to the Gingin Water Group or the Gingin Shire Water Advisory Subcommittee, a regional data base of these
factors can be created so that any local change can be considered by the DWER.
8.

Resources

1.
Managing our Water Ways – Water notes (DWER)
http://www.water.wa.gov.au/water-topics/waterways/managing-our-waterways2/water-notes
2.

Small Landholder Guide – (NACC)

https://www.nacc.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/NACC-Small-Landholder-Guide.pdf
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